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Over the last few years, Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) technology has emerged and matured as a standard platform for building enterprise applications. While the platform has matured into a solid offering for developing and deploying enterprise applications, it does offer its challenges. As developers, often we confuse learning the technology with learning to design with the technology. In this book, senior architects from the Sun Java Center, Sun's Java consulting organization share with the reader their cumulative design experience with and expertise on J2EE technology.

The primary focus of the book is on patterns, best practices, design strategies, and proven solutions using the key J2EE technologies including JavaServer Pages (JSP), Servlets, Enterprise Java Beans (EJB), and Java Message Service (J.M.S) API. Other ancillary technologies like JDBC and JNDI are also discussed as relevant to their usage in these patterns. The J2EE Patterns catalog with 16 patterns and numerous strategies is presented to document and promote best practices for these technologies.

In addition to the patterns and strategies, the book offers the following:

	Presents various design strategies for the presentation tier and business tier design. 
	Identifies bad practices in presentation, business, and integration tiers, and offers directions to remedy them by using certain patterns, strategies, and refactorings. 
	Refactorings for various tiers and mechanics to move away from a bad implementation to a better solution. 
	Sample code and examples for patterns, strategies, and refactorings.


Core J2EE Patterns delivers:

	Proven solutions for enterprise applications 
	J2EE Patterns Catalog with patterns for JSP technology, EJB technology, and J.M.S. 
	Identifies bad practices and recommends solutions 
	Refactorings to improve existing designs using patterns, strategies, and best practices 
	UML Diagrams illustrate structure and behavior of each pattern


About the Author
 

DEEPAK ALUR is an Enterprise Java Architect with the Sun Java Center. He has over 12 years of experience in the software industry. He has been focused on design and implementation of enterprise applications using Object-Oriented technologies, patterns, Java, and J2EE. 

JOHN CRUPI is the Chief Java Architect of the Sun Java Center. He has over 15 years of experience in distributed object computing and remains focused on creating reusable, scalable architectures for J2EE. He is also a JavaReport columnist for the Architect's Corner. 

DAN MALKS is an Enterprise Java Architect with the Sun Java Center. He has over 14 years of experience in the software industry and focuses on Object-Oriented technologies. He has been published in numerous industry periodicals and books on Java, J2EE, and patterns. 
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Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization: Cross-Linked and Hyper-Branched PolymersSpringer, 2009
The book discusses the latest developments in the entire field of three-dimensional free-radical polymerization, the scientific and practical aspects thereof, as well as the achievements, problems, methods used in the field, and modern development trends. The monograph is comprised of nine chapters and provides 747 references.

The book is...
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Information Theory and Statistics: A TutorialNow Publishers, 2004
Information Theory and Statistics: A Tutorial is concerned with applications of information theory concepts in statistics, in the finite alphabet setting. The topics covered include large deviations, hypothesis testing, maximum likelihood estimation in exponential families, analysis of contingency tables, and iterative algorithms with an...
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Understanding Present-Day Grammar of English: For the Non-native SpeakersIndependent Publishers Group, 2015

	Understanding Present-Day Grammar of English is a resource text for learners of English as a second language (ESL), learners of English as a foreign language (EFL), and learners of English for special purposes (ESP). It is invaluable for all students of English for academic purposes (EAP), and for all professionals who wish to improve on...
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Show Me Microsoft Office 2003Que, 2003
Microsoft Office 2003 provides a powerful integrated suite of programs with which to create and share documents and presentations, communicate, and analyze business information. It takes advantage of the latest technologies such as XML and Microsoft SharePoint to extend desktop productivity and workspace collaboration over an intranet or the...
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My Motorola Atrix 4GQue, 2011

	Step-by-step instructions with callouts to Motorola Atrix 4G photos so that you can see exactly what to do


	 


	Help when you run into Motorola Atrix 4G problems or limitations
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Guru's Guide to SQL Server™ Stored Procedures, XML, and HTML, TheAddison Wesley, 2001
This is a book that deserves a prominent place by anyone who aspires to be a  real professional developer of SQL Server applications."-from the Foreword by  Ron Soukup

The message of this book is that building stored procedures in  Transact-SQL is very much like building programs in any other...
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